**Fortune Teller**

**Make the fortune teller:** Cut only along the outside edges of the square. Then, place the paper square so that the images and text are face down on a flat surface. Folding so that the pictures become visible, bring each corner to the center of the square and crease along the red line. It should look like four triangles making up a larger square. Flip the paper over so that the pictures are face down again and fold the corners in toward the center once again. Fold the square in half so that it forms a rectangle with the pictures on the outside and slide your fingers under the pictures to form the fortune teller.
**Use the fortune teller:** Pick one of the colors in the images that are on the outside of the fortune teller. Alternating between opening the fortune teller from up and down to left and right, open the fortune teller the number of letters that are in the name of the color. For example, if someone chooses blue, open the fortune teller four times. Four activities on the inside should be visible. Choose which activity you like to do best and, as before, open the teller the number of letters that are in each word. Either the same set or a new set of activities will be visible. Choose one and open the flap to see how Landsat benefits that activity!